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Lesson 9, Part 2 – Recording Harmony in Reaper 

 

Welcome back for part two of lesson nine, Singing Harmony With Yourself. So far, we've recorded 

three tracks with three different vocal parts, one on each. And we mixed the volumes to taste using 

these volume sliders. We turned the harmony vocals down a little bit in relation to the main vocal 

there. And then we panned the first harmony all the way to the left here using this pan control and 

then we panned this harmony all the way to the right, which helps to spread the voices across the 

sound stage, making the overall sound much bigger and wider. 

 

Here's some other cool things you can do to make this sound awesome. First, let's try doubling each 

part, which requires singing each part again. The end result will be like having six total people 

singing, two on each part. So what we need to do is sing each part again. So let's go ahead and mute 

the harmony parts. We want to listen to each part as we sing it. We're going to need another track. 

So let's insert a track between voice one and voice two. So click on track one, right mouse click, 

insert new track. There we go. Let's remind ourselves of the note. [music] 

 

Okay, let's rewind. Arm this track to record. I'm going to turn voice one down a little while in 

recording so that I can hear myself singing along with the recorded version of me. Okay. One, two, 

three, four. One, two. [music] 

 

Okay, that's a double of track one, the first part. Now let's go ahead and mute both of these. Let's 

unmute track two, I mean voice two. It's no longer track two, is it? It's now track three because it's 

the third one. Right mouse click on the track control panel, insert new track. Remind ourselves of 

the note. [music]  

 

Okay, I'm going to turn this one down as well, go ahead and shrink those down so I can see them 

all. I do that by hitting the negative button over here. You can then increase it back by hitting the 

plus button. Okay. Remind myself of the note. [music] And let's turn that volume down so that I can 

hear myself when recording, rewind. Go ahead and 

arm the track and record. Oh. Yes, go ahead and delete because I messed up. And this is a good 

mess up. I'm going to leave this in here because I want to point out that I muted track one, I can no 

longer hear the count-in. So I'm going to have to unmute track one so that I can hear the count-in. If 

I don't want to actually hear the part because I'm just trying to double this part here, I want to match 

that as best I can, just hover over the left edge of this and drag it so that you can only hear the 

count-in. You haven't deleted anything here because when you're done, you're just going to drag it 

back out. It's one of the wonders of non-distractive editing here, but I just don't want to hear part 

one while I'm trying to double part two. So let's come back and remind ourselves. [music] 

 

Okay, now let's try again. One, two, three, four. One, two. [music] 

 

Alright, let's disarm that one. Now let's mute tracks two, three and four, and unmute what is now 

track five or the final part here. I'm just going to pause it here and put in the last double the same 

way I did the previous two so I don't waste your time. Okay, now we have six total parts here. Let's 

come over and hit this negative button so that we can see all six of our tracks. Let's drag track one 

back out and unmute the tracks that we muted. Well, you noticed that because the tracks have been 

shrunken down, some of the controls aren't visible anymore. So let's go ahead and hit the plus 

button a little bit. You know what? Here's as good time as any. Down here, I have what's called the 
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mixer panel visible. If we take that out, we can see our tracks better and we can see them wider with 
all the controls. So just go to view and where it says mixer, just click here to take the check mark 

out and they'll be gone. And now you can hit the plus over here and get everything visible again and 

still see everything on one screen. 

 

Let us take, double click on all of these... Double-clicking will put everything back to default. 

Remember that initially we had taken the harmonies down by like -6 Db so let's just redo that like 

negative six, and we'll do that for all of the harmonies. Alright, so this isn't harmony; that's a double 

of the melody, -6, -6. Also remember that the master track, let's view that again here for a second, 

mixer. The master track may actually, be overloaded because of these extra tracks. Remember, it 

adds up all of the volume here. So let's just click right before the harmonies and take a listen. 

[signing] Yeah you see it's a little bit loud, so let's turn down the ones that are thicker. That means 

they're louder. Let's turn those down to like -8. [music] Things are still a little loud, so let's turn all 

the harmonies down to like -8. That's also turn down the double of the melody to get rid of the 

clipping indicator and listen again. [music] 

 

That's already pretty darn awesome, isn't it? Note that we did not pan any of the the doubles, so 

they're still dead center here. So let's go ahead and do that. We'll leave the melody center along with 

the original version of the melody, and instead of going a 100% to the left for the double of this 

harmony, let's just go about 70%, and same thing with the double of the third harmony. We'll go 

70% this way and sort of filling in the spaces and now take a listen. 

[music] 

 

That's pretty darn cool, isn't it? All right. Let's do one more thing, sort of crank this up a little bit 

more. Let's add some Reverb. Now Reverb comes with several effects built in, so we're just going 

to take advantage of the effect called Re-Verb, oddly enough. So click on this FX button for the first 

track. Click on Cocos here. That's the name of the company that owns Reverb and come over to 

where it says Rea-Verb and double click it. And if you listen to that, it's going to be too much 

Reverb. Let's test it. First, let's solo track one, so that we can hear the effect of the Reverb on just 

that track, and hit the space button. [music] We didn't hear any Reverb. The reason why is there's 

some presets over here. Let's go ahead and choose this preset called Sweet Verbo. That's built in 

also, there. Now we see we've got something. Let's go ahead and now press space bar and listen. 

[music] See, that's a little bit much, right? You can see that it also clipped. It makes it much louder, 

so let's take this slider here, where it says wet. It's down at -12. Let's take it down to like -30 and 

now press the space bar and listen again. [music] That's a little bit better. So let's just go ahead and 

click on the X to to close that. [music] 

 

Let's do that for all the other tracks. [pause] All right. Now I've done that to all of the tracks. And 

let's go ahead and see how that sounds. [music] Pretty cool, huh?  

 

Of course, you can add as many tracks as you want, maybe even triple or quadruple tracking in each 

part. You have unlimited tracks, so why not? In part three of this lesson, I'll show you some 

example of things I've done using these same techniques. See you then. 


